Behind the Green Curtain: Online Bible Study

Introduction
Everything about tonight’s lesson can be found here: bit.ly/FlemingBibleStudy.

Easy English
EasyEnglish.info – basic Bible commentaries and ________ Bible translations

Here is an example from Genesis 1: bit.ly/EasyEnglishExample

YouVersion
A mobile device app that allows you to read versions from your __________ device: YouVersion.com

BibleGateway
BibleGateway.com – access to nearly every conceivable English Bible __________

Here is an example from Genesis 1: bit.ly/BibleGatewayExample

A note about Bible versions

The best Bible version is the one that fits your current reading level and facilitates ________ use
Interlinears
Strong’s numbers fit perfectly with web design and _________ interlinears were born. Here is an example of 1 Thessalonians 5:17 with the King James Version and the Textus Receptus: bit.ly/StudyLightInterlinearExample

StudyLight
StudyLight.org - ________________, interlinears, dictionaries, and encyclopedias

Note: Commentaries tend to be common and the only source of ________ is the Bible
Classic.StudyLight.org enables you to see all of the resources attached to a word more easily than the StudyLight.org.

Here is an example from Genesis 1: bit.ly/StudyLightClassicExample

BlueLetterBible
BlueLetterBible.org - ______________ language word study tools

BlueLetterBible.org is helpful for original language word studies. Here is how to use it:
1. Hover over “Search” 3. Type in a word
2. Lexiconc Search 4. Press ‘Enter’

PreceptAustin
PreceptAustin.org - ______ conceivable electronic Bible study link or sermon on the internet

A Final Thought: Why Do We Have the Bible?
2 Timothy 3:16-17: 16 All Scripture is given by inspiration of God, and is profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for correction, for instruction in righteousness, 17 that the man of God may be complete, thoroughly equipped for every ______ ______.